Stealing the Blinds

• Technically speaking, whenever we open-raise from the CO, BTN, or SB we’re
attempting to steal the blinds by winning the 1.5bb in the middle of the pot
uncontested pre-flop.
• However, our primary goal isn’t always to steal the blinds pre-flop.
• Sometimes we want action and other times we prefer for the blinds to simply
fold.

Revisiting our RFI Ranges

Revisiting our RFI Ranges

We Don’t Want Action
• When we look at how wide our CO, BTN, and SB open-raising ranges are, we
only want action with our strongest hands
• Which are approximately the top 10% of our open-raising range – the same as
our conservative UTG open-raising range.
• This stems from the long-term expected value of each pre-flop hand.

We Don’t Want Action Cont.
• According to Matthew Janda in his latest book, No-Limit Hold’em for Advanced
Players, and his work with PokerSnowie, an advanced artificial intelligence
poker training software, only around the top 10% of hands in NLHE have a
long-term expected value greater than 1.5bb – at least in tougher games with
solid opposition.
• At the micro stakes, where we regularly face weaker opposition, we may
actually want action with a wider range, possibly closer to 15%; however, it’s
nearly impossible for me to prove this without working with similar software,
such as PokerSnowie.

We Don’t Want Action Cont.
•

•

•

What this tells us is that when we’re
opening wider, weaker ranges in the
CO, BTN, and SB, we actually prefer a
fold than a call a majority of the time.
Therefore, a majority of the time our
goal is to steal the blinds.
We can look at this visually if we
highlight the top 10% of our openraising range as wanting a call and the
remaining hands in our CO, BTN, and
SB open-raising ranges as preferring a
fold.

Position Is Still Power
• Even though we don’t want action, position is still power, especially at the
micro stakes where our opponents will tend to make a lot of mistakes when
playing from the blinds.
• While our primary goal is to make the blinds fold with a majority of our hands,
when they do call our pre-flop steal attempts, we’ll be able to play more
correctly than them due to our positional advantage.
• This will allow us to extract maximum value with strong made post-flop hands,
bluff and semi-bluff more correctly, and minimize our losses with our junk
hands that miss the flop.

